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                         Appeal Activity in the Public Assistance Programs                      RUN 07/24/08
                                         FISCAL YEAR 2004
                                   July 1, 2003 - June 30, 2004
                                                                                            FOOD
                                                TITLE  FOOD  TITLE TITLE  JUV  STATE       STAMP   FIP   RCA
                                    TOTAL  FIP   IV-D STAMPS  XIX    XX PAROLE  SUPP OTHER FRAUD FRAUD FRAUD
 NUMBER PENDING FROM PREVIOUS MONTH 1,245   200    84     82   391  442    0      4     0     42     0     0
 NUMBER RECEIVED DURING PERIOD      5,242 1,073   459    483 2,268  847    0     33     0     79     0     0
 NUMBER DISPOSED OF DURING PERIOD   4,965 1,103   458    496 2,243  536    0     35     0     94     0     0
 NUMBER PENDING AT END OF PERIOD    1,522   170    85     69   416  753    0      2     0     27     0     0
 AGENCY ACTION RESULTING IN HEARING
 REQUEST - TOTAL                    4,971 1,104   458    496 2,248  536    0     35     0     94     0     0
   APPLICATION DENIED               2,182   168     4    133 1,685  175    0     16     0      1     0     0
   NOT GRANT RELATED                1,482   172   451     93   313  344    0     16     0     93     0     0
   DISCONTINUANCE OF ASSISTANCE     1,240   753     3    215   250   16    0      3     0      0     0     0
   GRANT AMOUNT                        67    11     0     55     0    1    0      0     0      0     0     0
 METHOD OF DISPOSITION AND OUTCOME
   TOTAL                            4,971 1,104   458    496 2,248  536    0     35     0     94     0     0
   MODIFIED DECISION                  594    13     5     16   540   20    0      0     0      0     0     0
   IN FAVOR OF CLAIMANT               254    76     3     19    80   57    0      7     0     12     0     0
   NOT IN FAVOR OF CLAIMANT           921   288    97     87   297   70    0      7     0     75     0     0
             OTHER MEANS:
   WITHDRAWN - CHANGE IN FAVOR OF      23     4     2      5    12    0    0      0     0      0     0     0
               CLAIMANT
   WITHDRAWN - NO CHANGE IN FAVOR     549    97    79     69   259   40    0      5     0      0     0     0
               OF CLAIMANT
   ABANDONED OR DEATH                 726   298    80    128   163   55    0      1     0      1     0     0
   DENIED                           1,743   286   177    147   842  282    0      5     0      4     0     0
   VOID                               161    42    15     25    55   12    0     10     0      2     0     0
 TIME ELAPSED BETWEEN REQUEST &
 SCHEDULED HEARING - TOTAL          1,769   377   105    122   917  147    0     14     0     87     0     0
   LESS THAN 30 DAYS                  331     7     8     30   284    1    0      0     0      1     0     0
   30 - 60 DAYS                       996   256    77     83   463   27    0      4     0     86     0     0
   61 - 90 DAYS                       307   109    19      8   141   20    0     10     0      0     0     0
   MORE THAN 90 DAYS                  135     5     1      1    29   99    0      0     0      0     0     0
   AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS (MEAN)     58.3  53.6  49.0   38.2  43.7 198.9  .0   59.6    .0     34     0     0
 TIME ELAPSED BETWEEN REQUEST &
 DISPOSITION - TOTAL                4,971 1,104   458    496 2,248  536    0     35     0     94     0     0
   LESS THAN 30 DAYS                1,520   323   194    185   674  122    0     15     0      7     0     0
   30 - 60 DAYS                     1,293   177   110    232   708   16    0      3     0     47     0     0
   61 - 90 DAYS                     1,323   481   125     50   577   45    0      9     0     36     0     0
   MORE THAN 90 DAYS                  835   123    29     29   289  353    0      8     0      4     0     0
   AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS (MEAN)     70.9  58.6  43.7   41.1  57.8 204.5  .0   58.6    .0     61     0     0
 PRINCIPAL ISSUE IN HEARING
   TOTAL                            1,769   377   105    122   917  147    0     14     0     87     0     0
   NEED STANDARD                        7     2     0      1     3    0    0      0     0      1     0     0
   INCOME OR RESOURCES              1,280   341     0    102   786   43    0      7     0      1     0     0
   DISREGARDS                           5     0     0      0     3    1    0      0     0      1     0     0
   NON-GRANT ELIGIBILITY FACTORS      477    34   105     19   125  103    0      7     0     84     0     0
 REPRESENTATION OF CLAIMANT DURING
 HEARING PROCESS - TOTAL            1,770   377   105    122   917  148    0     14     0     87     0     0
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   LEGAL COUNSEL                      113    10    16      5    44   36    0      0     0      2     0     0
   SELF                             1,429   353    85    110   724  106    0      3     0     48     0     0
   OTHER                              226    14     4      7   149    4    0     11     0     37     0     0
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